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Note: there are multiple results for the same word. If it is your website, please let me know. Thank you. A: I
found this solution on a forum thread. It basically replaces multiple strings by only one string: $input =
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'a1a2'; // list of keywords to search for, separated by a comma // the keyword to search for is also searched
for in the whole list $keywords = array('a1','a2'); $output = preg_replace('#.*?#', '', $input); // loop through
all keywords foreach ($keywords as $keyword) { $output = preg_replace('#(.*?)#', '', $output, 1); } // print
the output echo $output; This solution works on all browsers and platforms, as long as you have the source
code available. Ask HN: Best solution for sharing photos online? - tomstokes I'm working on an app that
will share photos online to friends or family members. What is the best way to handle this? The photos are
uploaded directly to the app's servers and are then shared with friends and family by email. I'd like to make
it as secure as possible so that the photos don't fall into the wrong hands. What are some recommended
security practices for uploading photos to the web? ====== dotborg If possible you should host your own
system and not use third-party service like Flickr, Dropbox, etc. [ ~~~ tomstokes Thanks. I'll definitely look
into this approach. Hockey East Media Day Preview – 08/14/2016 The Hockey East Media Day is coming
up next week and we will be streaming all of the news and updates from the four teams in the conference.
Teams will be bringing some of their top prospects and over the past couple of years the New England has
been absolutely loaded with talent that has made the event so interesting. We will have a full schedule of
media day with all of the details on where to watch and what 2d92ce491b
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